
Poster Print Size:
This poster template is set up for A0 
international paper size of 1189 mm 
x 841 mm (46.8” high by 33.1” 
wide). It can be printed at 70.6% for 
an A1 poster of 841 mm x 594 mm.

Placeholders:
The various elements included in 
this poster are ones we often see in 
medical, research, and scientific 
posters. Feel free to edit, move,  
add, and delete items, or change the 
layout to suit your needs. Always 
check with your conference 
organizer for specific requirements.

Image Quality:
You can place digital photos or logo 
art in your poster file by selecting 
the Insert, Picture command, or by 
using standard copy & paste. For 
best results, all graphic elements 
should be at least 150-200 pixels 
per inch in their final printed size. 
For instance, a 1600 x 1200 pixel 
photo will usually look fine up to 
8“-10” wide on your printed poster.

To preview the print quality of 
images, select a magnification of 
100% when previewing your poster. 
This will give you a good idea of 
what it will look like in print. If you 
are laying out a large poster and 
using half-scale dimensions, be sure 
to preview your graphics at 200% to 
see them at their final printed size.

Please note that graphics from 
websites (such as the logo on your 
hospital's or university's home page) 
will only be 72dpi and not suitable 
for printing.
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Change Color Theme:
This template is designed to use the 
built-in color themes in the newer 
versions of PowerPoint.

To change the color theme, select 
the Design tab, then select the 
Colors drop-down list.

The default color theme for this 
template is “Office”, so you can 
always return to that after trying 
some of the alternatives.

Printing Your Poster:
Once your poster file is ready, visit 
www.genigraphics.com to order a 
high-quality, affordable poster print. 
Every order receives a free design 
review and we can delivery as fast 
as next business day within the US 
and Canada. 

Genigraphics® has been producing 
output from PowerPoint® longer 
than anyone in the industry; dating 
back to when we helped Microsoft® 
design the PowerPoint software. 

US and Canada:  1-800-790-4001
International: +(1) 913-441-1410

Email: info@genigraphics.com
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- Double object constructions in Polish and Serbian involve only DP-DP frame. 
- In Polish, the p-value for the Chi-squared test investigating the relation between the animacy of the 

beneficiary and case pattern equals p=1. 
- The animacy of the beneficiary does not influence the case pattern of a sentence in Polish.
- In Serbian, the p-value equals p=0.2073. Hence, the animacy of the beneficiary does not influence the case 

pattern of a sentence in Serbian. 

- In Polish, the p-value for the Chi-square test investigating the relation between verb type and case pattern 
equals p=0.9465. 

- Hence, the verb type does not influence the case pattern of a sentence.
- In Serbian, the p-value equals p=0.055. The verb type does not necessarily influence the case pattern of a 

sentence. However, it is visible that the accusative-dative case pattern is more frequently used in every verb 
type. 

Polish and Serbian are Slavic languages.

DP – Determiner phrase
PP – Prepositional phrase

(1) Mary sent a letter to Peter. (DP-PP) 
(2) Mary sent a letter to Germany.  (DP-PP) 
(3) Mary sent Peter a letter. (DP-DP)

Verb types:
1. Causative

- Show
- Teach
2. Locative Beneficiary 
- Deliver
- Send
- Throw
3. Animate beneficiary 
- Give
- Tell
- Offer
- Sell

RQ
1
: What is the frequency of use of the DP-DP 

and DP-PP frame in double object constructions 
in Polish and Serbian?

RQ
2
: Does the animacy of the beneficiary 

influence the case pattern (accusative-dative / 
dative-accusative) in double object 
constructions in Polish and Serbian?

RQ
3
: Does the verb type influence the case 

pattern (accusative-dative / dative-accusative) 
in double object constructions in Polish and 
Serbian?

Double Object Construction
in Polish and Serbian

Julia Bojar & Andjela Kuzmanović

Corpus of Polish
•It is composed of 4,253,636,443 words.
•It covers different text genres and web sources. The corpus was built in January 2020.

Serbian Corpus
•It is composed of 565,311,513 words.
•It includes news articles from 2014 to 2021.

We created different queries for every research question in Sketch Engine. 
1. To investigate the frequency of use of the DP-DP and DP-PP frame
2. To extract the double object constructions following the sequence accusative – dative case. 
3. To extract the double object constructions following the sequence dative – accusative case. 

We extracted a random sample of 25 examples for every verb following both sequences. 
After extracting the data, we put it in a spreadsheet and cleaned it. We annotated the data looking at the 
DP-DP / DP-PP frame, case pattern, verb type, animacy of the beneficiary and the frequency of the query in the 
corpus. 

We constructed Pivot tables for both independent variables, verb type and animacy, in Excel. To check the 
significance of the results, we conducted the Chi-squared test. 
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Results

- Polish and Serbian only involve the DP-DP frame
- The animacy of the beneficiary does not influence the case pattern in neither Polish nor Serbian. 
- In Polish, the accusative-dative and dative-accusative patterns are used interchangeably in double object constructions.
- In Serbian, the accusative-dative case pattern is used more frequently in the context of double object constructions.

Conclusions


